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Abstract: Most modern processors have hardware support for single precision and double precision floating point 
multiplication. For many scientific computations like climate modeling, computational physics and computational geometry 
this support is inadequate. They impose the use of quadruple precision arithmetic because it provides twice the precision of 
double precision format. The proposed design performs four single precision multiplications in parallel, or two double 
precision multiplications in parallel, or one quadruple precision multiplication. The throughput is increased by a factor of four 
for single precision multiplication and by two for double precision multiplication. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In many modern applications such as 3D graphics 
accelerators, Digital Signal Processors (DSPs), High 
Performance Computing etc. is of key importance. 
Floating point calculations with single and double 
precision format are usually involved in these 
applications. Most Floating Point Units therefore tend 
to support both single and double precision floating 
point operations. Since most FPUs covert the single 
precision operands to double precision and then 
translate the result again to single precision format, it 
effects the throughput of the FPUs. Another drawback 
is that many of the existing designs execute floating 
point operations only sequentially. In the area of 
intense graphics applications and multimedia, parallel 
execution has become a necessity.  
 In many scientific fields like computational physics, 
computational geometry, climate modeling etc. there 
is a need for increased precision in floating point 
calculations. They require great accuracy and high 
precision calculation, features which double precision 
format is not able to provide. In such cases the 
quadruple precision arithmetic is used since it 
provides twice the precision of double precision 
format, improving the accuracy of calculations and 
leading to more reliable results. The quadruple 
precision arithmetic specifications has been included 
in the IEEE 754-2008 revised standard for floating 
point arithmetic. This paper presents a multi-mode 
floating point multiplier able to handle all three 
precision modes. The proposed design performs four 
single precision multiplications in parallel, or two 
double precision multiplications in parallel, or one 
quadruple precision multiplication. 
 
II. PRESENT WORK 
 
1.1 DUAL PRECISION IEEE FLOATING-POINT 

MULTIPLIER 
The latency is two clock cycles for single precision 
and three clock cycles for double precision. The dual  

 
precision floating point multiplier uses a 
multiplication array which is half sized i.e. 27 x 53 
multiplication array and due to this cost is reduced. 
The multiplication array is used during the first two 
cycles in double precision multiplication. Hence new 
multiplication can be issued only after two clock 
cycles. During the first cycle the multiplier array and 
the addition tree need to support adding the injection 
and during the second cycle adding the feedback. The 
main task of the array of multiplier is to multiply 53 
bits by 27 bits. For single precision during the first 
cycle the multiplication array computes A.B + 
injection and in the sum and carry registers the 
computed products are latched. The contents of the 
sum and carry registers are compressed and rounded in 
the second cycle. Only during the first cycle the first 
stage of the pipeline is engaged. A multiplication can 
therefore be issued immediately after a 
multiplication[1].   
 
1.2 QUAD-DOUBLE PRECISION FLOATING POINT 

ARITHMETIC 
It is a “fixed” precision floating point arithmetic. 
Multiplication is done in a straight forward manner, 
multiplying term by term and accumulating [2]. 
 
Quad-Double x Double 
A quad-double number is an unevaluated sum of four 
IEEE doubles. Let b be a double precision number and 
a = (ܽ, ܽଵ, ܽଶ, ܽଷ ). Then the product is : ܽb + ܽଵܾ + 
ܽଶܾ + ܽଷܾ . 
    Quad-Double x Quad-Double 
Let b = (ܾ, ܾଵ, ܾଶ, ܾଷ ) and a = (ܽ, ܽଵ, ܽଶ, ܽଷ  ) be 
two quad-double numbers. 
 
a x b ≈  ܽܽ 
              +  ܾܽଵ + ܽଵܾ  
               + ܾܽଶ + ܽଵܾଵ + ܽଶܾ 
                + ܾܽଷ + ܽଵܾଶ + ܽଶܾଵ + ܽଷܾ 
                 + ܽଵܾଷ + ܽଶܾଶ + ܽଷܾଵ                          (1) 
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1.3 FLEXIBLE MULTIPLIER FOR MEDIA PROCESSING 
 
The flexible multiplier is capable of handling either 
double or single precision floating point multiplication 
and also “vectorized” integer types obtained slicing 
the 64-bit operands in 4 x 16-bit or 8 x 8-bit sub-parts. 
The floating point number consists of sign bit, 
exponent field and mantissa field. In this design, the 
basic building blocks include four 32-bit integer 
multipliers. The results of these multipliers are directly 
transported to the output ports thus implementing 
SIMD multiplication of four 32-bit integers. The 64 bit 
multiplier is obtained by combination of smaller 
multipliers: two 32- bit multiplications, four 16-bit 
multiplications and four 8-bit multiplications in 
parallel. It can perform double and single precision 
operation as per the IEEE 754-1985 standard allowing 
the realization of computationally intense scientific 
applications and the acceleration for high-performance 
3D graphics[3]. 
 

1.4 Double mode floating point multiplier 
 
The double mode floating point architecture can 
perform either two lower precision multiplications or 
one higher precision multiplication. In a single cycle, 
the multiplier’s final addition, rounding and 
normalization is performed. Using the same basic 
technique two similar dual-mode quadruple and 
double precision floating point multipliers are 
designed and implemented in VHDL. Dual-mode 
quadruple precision multiplier consists of two double 
precision multipliers plus additional hardware to 
perform two parallel double precision multiplications 
or one quadruple precision multiplication. Dual-mode 
double precision multiplier consists of two single 
precision multipliers plus additional hardware to 
perform two single precision multiplications or one 
double precision multiplication. The dual-mode 
double precision multiplier increases the throughput of 
single precision multiplication by two, which is useful 
in 3D graphic applications [5].     
 
III. PROPOSED WORK 
 
The multi-precision floating point multiplier proposed 
in this paper supports all the precision format specified 
by the IEEE 754-2008 standard. It can perform either 
four single precision multiplications in parallel or two 
double precision multiplications in parallel or one 
quadruple precision multiplication. For storing the 
different precision operands two 128-bit registers are 
used. A control signal is used to control the 
multiplexors of the design and it also specifies the 
operation mode. The algorithm used for multiplication 
in this design is based on divide and conquer method. 
This technique is used to perform high precision 
multiplications. In this technique a series of smaller 
sized multiplications are performed initially and then 
these partial products are added. Let A and B be the 

two numbers to be added, then each of them can be 
expressed as A = ( ܣு.k + ܣ) . (ܤு .k + ܤ) 
ுܤ . ுܣ  =   . ݇ଶ + (ܣு. ܤ +  ܣ. ܤு ) . k  
                                                         (2)ܤ .ܣ  +     
 
The time complexity of divide and conquer method is 
O(݊ଶ ).  The Karatsuba algorithm uses divide and 
conquer technique. It is a recursive algorithm, during 
execution it calls smaller instances of itself. It can 
achieve an asymptotic speedup over ancient 
algorithm.  The time complexity of this algorithm is 
O(݊ଵ.ହ଼). 
 
 Quadruple Precision Multiplication 
In this mode one of the multiplied numbers are divided 
into two parts and the second one is divided into four 
parts. X is divided into four parts of 29 bit each and Y 
is divided into two parts of 58 bit each. The n-bit 
multiplied numbers X and Y are expressed according 
to following equations: 
 
Y  =  ଵܻ. 2


మ   +  ܻ                                                 (3) 

X  =  ܺଷ . 2
య
ర  +  ܺଶ . 2


మ +  ଵܺ. 2


ర  + ܺ               (4) 

 
As a result, the product X.Y is computed as follows: 
 
X.Y = ଵܻ . ܺଷ  . 
2ା ర +  ଵܻ .ܺଶ . 2 +                    ( ଵܻ . ଵܺ +
 ܻ .ܺଷ). 2

య
ర +  

                   ( ଵܻ .ܺ +  ܻ .ܺଶ). 2

మ +    

                    ܻ . ଵܺ. 2 ర +  ܻ .ܺ                            (4) 
Quad precision multiplication is performed in three 
cycles. During the first and second cycle 
multiplication is carried out and during the third cycle 
the architecture realizes final addition, rounding and 
normalization. Four 58 x 29 bit multipliers are used for 
multiplication. 
 
Double Precision Multiplication  
 In this mode the design performs two double 
precision floating point multiplications in parallel. Let 
A,B,C,D be the numbers to be multiplied. Multipliers 
1,2 calculate the product A.B and multipliers 3,4 
calculate the product C.D. The first operand is kept 
intact and the second operand is split into two parts, 
the upper and the lower part. In the first cycle the 
multipliers 1,2,3,4 carry out the multiplication 
operation. The output of the multiplier is in carry save 
format and the two products are overlapped which are 
combined with the 4:2 Carry Save Adder. In the 
second cycle the design realizes addition, rounding 
and normalization operation. 
 
Single precision multiplication    
 In this mode, each register at the beginning of the 
first stage stores four single precision operands. One 
product is computed per multiplier. In the first cycle 
multipliers 1 and 2 calculate the products of first two 
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pairs stored in first register and multipliers 3 and 4 
calculate the product of the pairs stored in second 
register. The partial product bits of each register are 
added and rounding is performed in the second cycle.     
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In the first technique the latency of double precision 
was three clock cycles. The architecture was based on 
ancient technique and did not support quadruple 
precision multiplication. In the second technique the 
time complexity was more and did not support the 
single precision multiplication. The third technique 
was limited for media processing applications. The 
dual-mode multiplier had separate architectures for 
dual-mode quad and dual-mode double precision 
multiplication. In the proposed technique all the three 
precisions are included within a single architecture 
and with increased throughput.  
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